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Request to update the Non-Lethal Weapons Capabilities Catalogue  
 

Note by the International Staff 
 
 
1. The Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Capability Group (JNLWCG, within the NAAG, 
NATO Army Armaments Group) has established a catalogue, aiming to record the 
non-Lethal capabilities held by NATO and IP Nations. This catalogue helps the group 
and Nations to address the Minimum Capability Requirements (MCR)  and capability 
shortfalls in line with priorities expressed by the NDPP. Intended users of this 
catalogue include planners (supporting planning for exercises and operations), and 
other CNAD groups. 
 
2.  JNLWCG being a joint group, experts and inputs from Maritime and Air 
domains are sought and needed. This notice is also in line with the action 5.15.1 of 
the last NAAG Decision Sheet. (“Regarding JNLWCG, NAAG noted (…) that the 
group’s focus remains as (…) the NATO NLW Catalogue. (The NAAG) tasked 
JNLWCG and the Secretary to liaise with other MAGs and invited Nations to supply 
data. Action 5.15.1. JNLWCG and Secretary to seek input of other MAGs to the NLC 
Catalogue) 
 
3 This catalogue is a work in progress and Nations are encouraged to review 
and complete it as necessary, in particular providing the status and NATO stock 
number. 
 
4. The catalogue can be found on the DI portal 
(https://diweb.hq.nato.int/naag/JNLWCG/Lists/JNLWCG%20Catalogue/AllItems.aspx). 
Annex 1 is the letter from the JNLWCG Chairperson, encouraging Nations to provide 
data to the catalogue. Additional instructions are at Annex 2. 
 
 

(Signed) Esther Savvidis Toledo 
 

  
ANNEXES: 2 Contact: Savvidis-toledo.e@hq.nato.int 
 Original: English 

NHQD286510
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Your assistance is requested in encouraging NATO members and Interoperability 
Partners to submit information for inclusion in NATO’s Non-Lethal Weapons Capability 
(NLWC) catalog that is maintained by the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Capability Group 
(JNLWCG).  
 
The JNLWCG is the focal point for all activities related to NLWC and NLWC aspects of 
Intermediate Force Capabilities in the NATO Army Armaments Group and across the Main 
Armament Groups.  The JNLWCG has a permanent responsibility to maintain a 
comprehensive catalog of NLWC that are fielded by NATO members and Interoperability 
Partners or are under development.  
 
Nations are invited to record their input into the catalog, available on the Defence 
Investment portal, and allowing ready access to the operational aspects of NLWC, NATO 
stock numbers, and other pertinent information.  The catalog is also used to conduct trend 
analysis in addressing NATO minimal capability requirements and targets (NATO Blue 
Book) for NLWC. 
 
For more information regarding the use of the catalogue, please contact Mr. Landmann, 
in charge of the content(FrankLandmann@bundeswehr.org). For technical questions 
regarding the DI portal, please contact Esther Savvidis-Toledo (savvidis-
toledo.e@hq.nato.int). 
 
 

(signed) 
Susan LeVine 

Chairperson JNLWCG 

mailto:FrankLandmann@bundeswehr.org
mailto:savvidis-toledo.e@hq.nato.int
mailto:savvidis-toledo.e@hq.nato.int
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Instructions to update the catalogue 
 
1. Click on the NLWC catalogue link: 
https://diweb.hq.nato.int/naag/JNLWCG/Lists/JNLWCG%20Catalogue/AllItems.aspx 
 
2. To add a new NLWC item for your country, please click here: 

 
 
 
3. Fill out the form and please make sure the data is correct before saving it  

 To correct an existing line in the table or to delete lines, please contact Esther Savvidis Toledo (savvidis-
toledo.e@hq.nato.int) 

 To download the catalogue and modify the view as you see fit, please click on List/Print 

 

Then please select the XLS button. 

 

 You can filter the form directly as an Excel as well, please click on the columns  
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